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Abstract
The challenge of explaining why there is something rather than nothing is traditionally
considered one of theology's root tasks. Recent scientific findings in cosmology have suggested
a different, but equally important theological task: namely that of explaining why there is
something rather than everything.
This task arises because of the conjunction of two intriguing properties of our universe: its strong
biophilic selection effects and its apparent causal-connectedness on its largest scales. The first of
these is the result of a series of meta-observations and calculations that indicate the natural
constants of physical laws admit the existence of life as we know it only for a very narrow range
out of infinitely many logically admissible values. The origin of these selection effects has
puzzled scientists for the past several decades. The second of these has to do with more recent
observations of the cosmic microwave background, which strongly suggest a coherent
mechanism relating structures over vast distances that apparently have never been in causal
contact. The paradigms used to explain these properties -- respectively the anthropic principle
and the inflationary universe -- have suggested to many that our observable universe is a small
part of a much larger structure called the multiverse.
I contend that a multiverse -- should it exist -- raises significant challenges for theology. The
chief problem is how to contain the multiverse, as the logical extension of this concept suggests
that anything that can exist, does exist, in some region of the multiverse. I will argue that such a
perspective is incompatible with the foundations of both science and theology, leading to the
theological task noted above.
As an antidote, I propose that the universe be embedded in an altiverse: a set of possible
alternatives that logically exist but are not physically realized. I shall discuss the evidence for
and against this proposal, and suggest several lines of inquiry that might be pursued along these
lines.
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Introduction

One of the most long-standing and perplexing questions that humanity has ever wrestled with is
the problem of existence: why is there something rather than nothing? It is a challenge that has
eluded philosophers and scientists alike, as it would seem to be a necessary condition for all
other forms of rational inquiry to take place. Yet at the same time, while it is not impossible to
imagine a state of nothingness, it is difficult to understand why this is not the natural state of
affairs.

It is here that theological forms of inquiry make certain inroads. Rather than accepting the
existence of things prima facie and then proceeding from there, theology seeks to understand the
origin of existence. Indeed, the task of explaining why anything exists at all is generally
regarded as one of theology’s root tasks. The core hypothesis underlying such enquiry is
generally teleological in character: namely, that there is an underlying purpose behind the
existence of all things.

Explaining reality in teleological terms is a common feature shared by all forms of theological
inquiry, both Eastern and Western. In both cases the telic approach has both immanent and
transcendent aspects. The immanent aspects are concerned with human behaviour in the here
and now. What is the most fruitful means for navigating the self through one’s natural and social
environment? What is the appropriate relationship between the individual and the community?
More generally, given the framework of existence, how should one live? The answers to these
and other like questions take distinct forms amongst the different world religions (and even

within a given religion). However their common feature is that of understanding and resolving
such issues in a telic context.

The transcendent aspects of telic explanations of reality are concerned with broader questions
that go well beyond the concerns of particular individuals or communities.

Here one is

concerned with why the framework of existence is what it is. Eastern religions generally adopt
the view that there is an ultimate reality behind all extant things, and that our perception of this
ultimate reality is obscured or distorted to varying degrees by the superficial aspects of our
everyday experience and our natural environment. Western religions generally ascribe this
ultimate reality to God, and work from the hypothesis that things exist because a Creator
intended them to be so. The basic idea of God is that of some (infinitely) superior being creating
time and space, matter and energy, order from chaos, ultimately for some purpose. The Creator
transcends the creation, distinct from it to varying extents. Extreme Deism takes the perspective
that the Creator’s only relationship to the creation is that of initiating its existence. In contrast to
this the Christian God becomes intimately involved with creation and with the created beings
within it, so much so that the transcendent God is also the immanent Holy Spirit, who at one
particular period in history coalesces into the person Jesus Christ1.

The symbiotic relationship between Christian notions of immanence and transcendence resonate
across the various world religions. An understanding of one has implications for the other.
Theological reflection as to how one should live in this world naturally leads to questions as to
why this world is the way that it is. Conversely, contemplation of the grand panoply of existence
leads naturally to questions of what one’s purpose is within the larger world stage. The yin and
yang of immanent and transcendent understandings of reality are encircled by a telic thread.
Neither can be understood outside of a telic framework. To reiterate, a salient characteristic of a

theological explanation is that it is teleological in essence: things exist because there is some
purpose or intent that caused them to be.

There are many that find this form of explanation quite unsatisfactory. The common objection
generally takes the form of a question: “if God created everything, what created God?” More
sophisticated forms of theology furnish an answer to this question that takes on the following
general form: God is understood to have a qualitatively different character from other existing
things, and is in some sense self-created by definition2. While skeptics might acknowledge this
philosophical possibility, many nevertheless remain discomforted. Simply put, they seek some
kind of evidence to support a telic understanding of the “why something instead of nothing”
question.

Biophilic Selection Effects

Recent work in physics and cosmology has provided no small amount of indirect support for the
theological explanation.

This is because of the mounting evidence that we inhabit a biophilic

universe: one whose properties admit the existence of life as we know it3. Of course it is obvious
that we could not inhabit a universe that was hostile to life. However it has become clear that the
necessary conditions for life to exist depend upon very special physical circumstances.
Specifically the constants of nature – the speed of light, the relative strengths of the forces, the
masses of the various subatomic particles – are intimately linked to the existence of life. A
hypothetical universe in which these constants took on numerical values that differed only a very
small amount from the values measured in the laboratory would be a biophobic universe: it
would not harbour any physical systems that could support life as we know it. Examples abound

that illustrate the point: modify only slightly just one of the constants of nature, and one finds
that the resultant laws of physics would not permit any stable atoms heavier than hydrogen, or
not admit stable planetary systems to form around stars, or render the carbon nucleus unstable, or
precipitate some other life-stopping situation4.

This recently appreciated observed state of affairs provides partial empirical support for a telic
explanation of existence. Out of all possible universes that one could imagine generating by
changing the constants of nature, a biophilic universe can be obtained only by making a very
particular choice of these constants. This is a very strong selection effect. It is not unreasonable
to entertain the possibility that a superintelligence governs this selective state of affairs, and that
this “fine tuning” of the constants of nature is by intent as opposed to accident. Conversely, the
alternate situation – namely that biophilic universes are possible for a broad range of choices on
physical constants – would undermine a telic explanation.

Much of the discourse today in science and religion has to do with these biophilic selection
effects. It has been argued in many different contexts that such selection effects (often referred
to as the anthropic principle) are best understood in a theological framework, one that purports
they signify actual choices made by a Creator that desired a universe containing (sentient) life.
The intriguing relationships between the masses of the subatomic particles, the strengths of the
various forces of nature, and so on, are what they are, it is argued, because of the purposeful
intent of a Designer5. To use the words of Paul Davies6, they suggest in very strong terms that
there is indeed “something behind it all”.

It is clear, however, that such a perspective has not met with universal approval. The primary
reason underlying much of the skepticism behind theology’s response to the problem of

existence is that it is a telic form of explanation as opposed to an ecbatic one. The word ecbatic
derives from the Greek word ekbatos, signifying result without intention. An ecbatic process,
then, is one that follows a natural course of action. This is in contrast to the notion of telos, or
purpose, from which the adjective telic is derived. The flow of water over a waterfall is an
ecbatic process, whereas the flow of water through an aqueduct is a telic process. If an action is
rendered "so that it was fulfilled" then it is ecbatic; if rendered "in order that it might be" then it
is telic.

Scientific explanations are generally ecbatic in character. They seek to describe nature – and
perhaps all of reality – in terms that do not rely upon a concept of purpose. Rather than
understand the phenomenon of thunder in terms of the displeasure of certain deities, a scientific
explanation would seek understanding in terms of the motion of air masses and the charge
separation of the various particles within them. This ecbatic approach toward understanding
reality – often referred to as naturalism – has enjoyed enormous success since its inception
during the enlightenment. There is no doubt that it has transformed virtually every aspect of
modern life, including communications, medicine, transportation, manufacturing and recreation.

This strong measure of empirical success gives one good reason to revisit the question of
existence. From an ecbatic perspective, rather than explain the “something instead of nothing”
conundrum in terms of purpose and relationship, one seeks instead an explanation in terms of an
impersonal causal chain of events. Faced with the strong biophilic selection effects noted above,
an ecbatic explanation of existence must rely on additional philosophical input. It is here that the
multiverse enters the scene.

Consider first that not all selection effects have a telic origin. Non-telic selection effects in any
system can have one of two explanations: necessity or chance. If the selection effects are
governed by necessity, it means that there is some operative underlying physical law that
obstructs certain situations from occurring that would otherwise be admissible. For example, the
observation that the total amount of electric charge never varies in any closed physical system is
explained by the necessity of the conservation of charge from the underlying physical laws of
electricity and magnetism (as opposed to a fortuitous situation in which the charge is always
balanced). If the selection effects are governed by chance, then different considerations come
into play. Governance by chance means that there have been many similar replications of the
system in question (either in time, in space, or both) that are consistent with the physical laws
that describe it. If the replications are identical to each other, then of course nothing is gained in
terms of understanding why a given system might have special characteristics (the selection
effects). However if the replications differ slightly from one another, then eventually (again,
either in time or space or both) all possible configurations of the system will be realized. Hence
one can employ probabilistic arguments to explain the observation of a system with certain
special features: since the replication process ensures that all (or nearly all) configurations are
realized, then configurations with special features must also be realized, and the observer was
simply fortunate in observing such features. In other words, the particular observed features of a
given system are present simply because one is bound to get lucky after many repeated attempts.
For example, it is no surprise that a lottery has a winner: out of the many similar tickets sold, one
of them must be the winning ticket.

This approach is commonly applied in the scientific method. In subatomic physics experiments,
the billions and billions of events recorded in particle collisions ensure that rare and unusual

processes will be seen. In biology, patient observation within the natural habitat of a given
species ensures that eventually its unusual characteristics (e.g. a mating ritual) will be seen.

Ecbatic explanations must rely on either necessity and/or chance to explain selection effects in
any system. To the extent the explanation relies upon necessity, it means that out of all the
possible configurations of a system that one could contemplate, only certain particular
configurations are observed due to some underlying physical law or principle. To the extent the
explanation relies upon chance, it means that the observed particular configurations are the result
of a statistical anomaly that could occur from many similar replications of the system. In
contrast to this a telic explanation of a selection effect posits that the observed particular
configurations are the result of an intelligent agent making deliberate choices within the
constraints of the system; a different agent (or the same agent with different intentions) would
make different choice, yielding different particular configurations.

Ecbatic Explanations of Biophilic Selection

In order to explain the selective biophilic features of our universe via necessity, one would have
to construct a physical theory that is logically and mathematically self-consistent only when its
constants of nature take on the values we observe. While it is difficult to fully rule out such a
possibility, there have been no compelling forthcoming physical theories that have had such a
feature. Indeed, most physical theories that have been constructed (or even contemplated) are
logically self-consistent regardless of the empirical values of the fundamental constants.
However there is some hope that perhaps a fully unified theory of everything (i.e. of all forces
and particles) will explain these empirical values from mathematical first principles. Proponents

of string theory have long argued that this is one of tantalizing possibilities that string theory
offers7. String theory aspires to be the root fundamental theory of physics from which all other
physical theories are derived. An expectation of such a fundamental theory is that it be able to
explain the observed values of the constants of nature, including the masses of all particles and
the strengths of the forces that govern their interactions.

Should an explanation by necessity of the fundamental constants of nature prove successful, it
would be a remarkable result. It would almost certainly undermine a telic explanation for the
observed cosmic biophilic selection effects, though it is not inconceivable that such an
explanation would point to a deep telic understanding of nature. At the very least the telic
explanations of biophilic selection effects8 would have to be revisited. However, a necessary
explanation for the observed constants of nature is nowhere in sight at this point in the history of
theoretical physics.

It is therefore reasonable to entertain a chance explanation of biophilic selection. This can be
done by invoking the concept of the multiverse9. The idea here is that what we traditionally refer
to as the universe is more properly referred to as the observed universe, and that it is a small part
of a much larger structure known as the multiverse. By definition, the multiverse contains many
similar replicants of the observed universe, with each universe differing slightly from the others
in small but quantitatively distinct ways. In the context of the biophilic selection effects noted
above, each universe within the multiverse is hypothesized to differ from its companions by
having slightly distinct values of its fundamental constants. The multiverse is thus posited to be
an enormously vast collection of universes, each with their own particular values for the strength
of the electromagnetic force, the mass of proton, and so on. Like the lucky winner of a lottery,
our universe happens to be the special one amongst its many replicants in which the constants of

nature take on just the proper values for life to exist. The other replicants also exist, but they are
sterile, with their constants of nature yielding a universe that is devoid of life.

Empirical Support for a Multiverse?

Is there empirical support for the multiverse scenario? This question merits some consideration,
since one must first ask what would count as evidence. Almost by definition, multiverse models
propose a physical situation in which our observable universe is replicated many times over,
either by repeated numbers of big bang scenarios (perhaps via gravitational collapse of a black
hole in a pre-existent universe10) or by extending the universe over a much larger spatial region
than is currently observed (or perhaps both).

Whatever the mechanism, in the multiverse

scenario our observable universe is regarded as a tiny domain in a much larger structure. Since it
is the observable universe that is considered to be a tiny domain, it cannot by definition access
the other parts of the much larger multiverse in which it is embedded. There is therefore no
experiment or observation that one could perform that would provide direct empirical evidence
of the multiverse, though indirect support is not inconceivable10.

Consider first a multiverse in which the big bang is repeated many times over, each time
followed by a big crunch, or re-collapse of the universe. Here one regards our universe today as
simply the current repeat in the bang-crunch cycle. However since essentially all information
from a given universe is destroyed in its big crunch, the universe that is subsequently born
afterward is empirically disconnected from its predecessors. One could only infer the existence
of such predecessors by finding a specific theoretical model of a bang-crunch cycle that provided
the most coherent and compelling correlation with cosmological observation. The attraction of

such cyclic models is in their avoidance of issues concerned with initial conditions, a situation
decidedly telic in character.

However, cyclic models are not without problems. One of these is that a given universe inherits
the entropy of its predecessors, increasing the maximal size and duration of a cycle from bang to
crunch11. Extrapolating backward in time, one encounters a cycle of length zero, leading to an
initial condition scenario that undermines the ecbatic motivation for the model.

Recent

cosmological evidence of type IA supernovae, the cosmic microwave background radiation, and
the power spectra of galaxies points away from such a model insofar as our universe is
accelerating in its expansion, mitigating against a big crunch sometime in the distant future12.
While it is not inconceivable that the multiverse could consist of temporal replicants of our
universe, it appears unlikely that this is the case (though recently a new model of a cyclic
universe has been proposed13).

The other alternative is that of multiverse models that replicate our universe in space. This idea
fits in rather nicely with the paradigm of an inflationary universe. The inflationary universe, first
proposed nearly 25 years ago, was put forward to solve two key cosmological puzzles within
standard big bang cosmology (itself extremely successful in correlating the observable properties
of our universe). One puzzle is referred to as the horizon problem: how is it possible that the
temperature of the cosmic microwave background (now known to be 2.725o K) can have a
temperature uniform to better than 1 part in 30,000? This uniformity holds for widely separated
regions of space, so much so that they have never been able to communicate with each other
even by influences traveling at light velocity. The boundary of the region beyond which one is
unable to receive a signal from some distant source because of the finite speed of light is termed
a horizon in cosmology, from which originates the name of this puzzle. In the standard big bang

theory this required level of uniformity must be assumed. The second puzzle is termed the
flatness problem: why, in geometrical terms, is the curvature of the universe so small (i.e. so
nearly flat, like a tabletop, instead of curved like either a sphere or a saddle)? Einstein’s general
theory of relativity predicts that this is a very unlikely result of the evolution of the universe from
the big bang, unless the initial curvature is confined to an incredibly narrow range of
possibilities. Why should this be so?

The inflationary universe paradigm14 (referred to as “inflation” for short) proposes that all parts
of our observable universe were once in causal contact in the very distant past. The matter and
energy of the universe can therefore come to a homogeneous thermal equilibrium. After this,
about 10-35 seconds after the big bang, the universe expands for a fleeting instant at a much
higher rate than one would expect (this is due to hypothesized properties of elementary particles
not accounted for in the standard big bang model). Gravitation effectively becomes repulsive for
a short period, and the average distance between any two points (the scale size) in space grows
by a factor of about 1050. Distant regions of the universe were pushed out of causal contact with
one another whilst maintaining the homogeneity of structure and uniformity of temperature.
This process ends by some means after about 10-32 seconds, after which time it expands
according to the standard big bang model. Small scale structures (galaxies and clusters of
galaxies) form after this time.

Within the context of inflation, our observable universe that is 13.7 billion light-years across was
once a very tiny structure, no larger than a grapefruit. It is natural to imagine that the spatial
extent of our universe was much larger in size at that time. As a consequence of inflation, all of
space has today expanded to enormous size, many times larger than our observable universe.
We cannot observe these other spatial regions simply because there has not been enough time for

light (and any other matter or energy) to travel from these regions into our universe. Indeed,
present cosmological data implying an accelerated expansion12 indicates that the light from these
distant regions will never reach us.

The inflationary paradigm thus provides a home for a spatial multiverse.

Our observable

universe in this context is simply a very tiny region in a vast spatial structure. It is quite
conceivable that within this vast spatial structure the mechanism by which inflation begins
and/or ends is not constant, but varies from place to place. The multiverse would then be broken
up into different spatial domains of varying size, a typical size being much larger than our
observable universe. Within each domain the constants of nature could take on distinct values as
a consequence of the different ways that inflation begins/ends. In most of these domains the set
of values inherited are biophobic. However on probabilistic grounds there will be some region in
which the set of values are biophilic. The only regions of the multiverse that can be recorded by
observers are clearly the biophilic regions. The observed empirical values of the constants of
nature are thus understood to be the consequence of an ecbatic observational selection effect:
namely only those regions of the multiverse that have biophilic values will contain observers.

Is such a model empirically credible? Recent cosmological data suggests some tantalizing
possibilities. Inflation predicts that fluctuations in the primordial density in the early universe
have the same amplitude on all physical scales, and that there should on average be equal
numbers of hot and cold spots in the fluctuations of the cosmic microwave background
temperature14. Detailed measurements from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP) have over the past year provided us with a great deal of information that quantitatively
constrains cosmological paradigms15. In particular, the detection of a large-angle anti-correlation
in the temperature--polarization cross-power spectrum is a signature of adiabatic superhorizon

fluctuations in the microwave background, consistent with the expectation of the inflationary
paradigm16.

Implications

Such data, while not providing direct empirical support, suggest that the notion of an actual
multiverse must be taken very seriously. This raises significant challenges for theology, since its
ecbatic perspective on the origin of the constants of nature undermines a telic understanding of
biophilic selection effects. Simply put, if we have empirical support for a compelling ecbatic
mechanism for explaining the origin of the constants of nature, why would we adopt a telic
approach to this issue?

To rise to this theological challenge is no small task. Telic explanations of a given phenomenon
are generally invoked for one or both of two reasons: either there is considerable experience with
previous telic mechanisms or there is no rationally compelling ecbatic explanation. For example,
the unearthing of a bit of pottery in an archaeological dig is generally understood in a telic
context (some person(s) made it) because we have a wealth of experience that pottery is made by
human beings. Similarly, we infer that the arrangement of boulders at Stonehenge has a telic
explanation (i.e. some group of persons constructed it) not because we have significant past
experience, but rather because there is no compelling naturalistic means by which this
arrangement could have occurred. This last approach invokes a telic mechanism by default.

Since we have only one observable universe, we cannot rely on experience with previous telic
mechanisms to explain it. In the absence of positive indicators for telic processes, we must rely

on invoking teleology by default. Given the extraordinary biophilic selection effects noted
above, this is quite reasonable provided there is no plausible ecbatic mechanism. We have seen
that the most likely ecbatic mechanism relies upon the concept of a multiverse. It has generally
been thought there is a neutral choice9 between the two approaches: the selection effects could
either be explained by a superintelligence making a choice amongst possibilities or by our
universe being a small region within a multiverse as described above. However the recent data
from WMAP, to the extent that they confirm inflation, provide indirect empirical support for a
multiverse.

Some might like to argue that both options are available: namely, that the multiverse has a
Creator. While this perhaps cannot be ruled out on grounds of logic, it seems to me that this case
is intellectually pointless. A God who creates a multiverse is a God who creates all possible
choices. In other words, whatever can be created is created. However this is not a God that
chooses amongst a set of possibilities to realize a purpose. Such a God is even less relevant than
that proposed by Deists. The notion of a multiverse is not compatible with the notion of a Deity
that makes choices that have consequences.

Indeed, the logical extension of the multiverse scenario suggests that anything than can exist
does exist, provided constraints of logical self-consistency are satisfied. The observable region
of our universe therefore in this context has the properties that it has simply because all possible
alternatives have been physically realized elsewhere (and/or elsewhen) in the multiverse. We
should be no more surprised to observe the special biophilic properties of our universe within the
multiverse than we should be to see a 29-hand of cribbage be dealt every so often to players that
play the game constantly.

Further reflection on this point indicates a serious problem of intellectual self-consistency with
the multiverse scenario. Recall that the purpose of the multiverse is to allow us to regard our
universe as a very tiny structure within a much larger setting, so that its special observed
properties (the constants of nature) take on their values for probabilistic reasons. Within the vast
domains of the multiverse, only very special regions can take on such values. However one can
naturally ask a question: how many regions take on such special values? Clearly the answer
must be at least one, since we are here to observe them. But is the answer more than one? And if
so, how much more?

Simple inspection indicates that the answer must be more than one. Since each domain of the
multiverse takes on values of the fundamental constants of nature in a random way, it is logically
possible that more than one domain can have biophilic properties similar to our own. If there is
something that obstructs this, the onus is on the ecbatic model to explain why. If nothing
obstructs this, then more than one biophilic region is possible. But how many more? If the
number is two, then this also merits explanation. Indeed, any finite number of biophilic regions
demands an ecbatic explanation as to why only finitely many such regions exist within a
multiverse of infinite spatial size. A telic explanation (namely the number of biophilic regions
was the choice of a superintelligence) is pointless, as it undermines the original ecbatic
motivation of the multiverse.

Further problems abound. If there are infinitely many biophilic regions in the multiverse, then
there must be a region whose causal history is nearly identical to that of our own observable
universe. This means that there is another region of the multiverse – an unimaginably vast (but
finite!) spatial distance away from our own— in which the history of the earth is nearly identical
to that of our own earth’s history. Continuing to draw on the vast resources of mathematical

infinity to the point of absurdity, the extension of this model to the extreme suggests that all
possible logically consistent alternatives for any physical subsystem have been realized
somewhere (and/or somewhen) in the multiverse. This includes the activities of each and every
living being. For example, I must have written (or will write) this essay countably infinitely
many times, with all of its possible variants likewise written.

Such a scenario seems ridiculously absurd. It undermines not only the telic foundations of
theology, but of scientific reasoning itself. We gain no intellectual profit from such an approach
since the scientific method has no hope of predicting outcomes based on initial conditions. Our
confidence in the ability of experiment to empirically falsify any scientific model that explains a
causal chain of events from A to B is undermined, since we do not know if we are living in a
region of the multiverse in which this chain of events is disrupted by some hitherto unknown
property. We might just as well invoke a que sera sera attitude toward science, since the
multiverse allows all possible options.

This then is the problem with the multiverse: once you start replicating universes, you can’t stop.
Yet we must stop in order to avoid the absurd conclusions noted above. It is therefore necessary
to impose some constraints on the multiverse. Perhaps it is only finite in size and/or duration.
Perhaps logic forces only a finite number of biophilic regions to exist.

From an ecbatic perspective, one is then led back to either arguments of necessity. If one is to
constrain the multiverse in some way, one must furnish logically compelling (and empirically
testable) reasons for doing so. This by no means is a small challenge, particularly if one wishes
to avoid both a telic interpretation of the constraints and an undermining of the statistical
rationale for biophilic regions that the multiverse is supposed to provide.

Theology’s New Question

One is thus led to a new problem for theology: why is there something rather than everything?
This challenge is no less daunting than the “something instead of nothing” question. While it
might seem initially absurd to contemplate such a question, we have seen that multiverse
scenarios naturally lead to this consideration. If theology wishes to retain a telic understanding
of our universe, it is just as important address this question as it is to address the more traditional
issue of creatio ex nihilo. The God who brings things into existence must also be a God who
prevents all possible things from existing.

As a theological antidote to rampant replication of universes, I propose that the observable
universe be embedded in an altiverse: a set of possible alternatives that logically exist but are
not physically realized. Unlike the multiverse, in which there are many universes that have a
physical existence, the altiverse is simply encompasses that range of possible alternatives states
that our single observable universe evolve into from a given set of initial conditions. Change
from one state to another depends on the necessity of physical law, the statistical likelihood of
random processes and on the desires of intelligent agents (natural and supernatural) to achieve
particular ends.

This latter assertion would seem to imply that there are gaps in what would otherwise be a
seamless causal picture from physical theory. It is reasonable to ask what supporting evidence
there might for an altiverse with causal gaps. Following are a few examples:

1. Quantum mechanics: There is a wealth of empirical evidence that we live in a quantum
world, one in which a given set of initial conditions can yield a variety of results.
Although quantum theory can predict the statistical probabilities over many trials for a
replicated set of systems, the actual causal connection between a given initial state and a
given final state remains outside the purview of the theory. One could understand an
altiverse to be the set of all possible outcomes of a given quantum-mechanical system.
2. Chaotic phenomena:

It is now generally understood that small changes in initial

conditions can yield vastly different physical outcomes for a given system. Although
deterministic equations can describe systems that have this property, it is simply not
possible to predict the outcome of the evolution of any such system with arbitrary
accuracy for arbitrarily long times. One could understand the altiverse to include the vast
range of possibilities that a chaotic system could realize.
3. Conscious will: Recent experiments have demonstrated that it is possible for mental
states to influence material objects17. The actual experiments involved the connection of
the brains of monkeys to a computer. The monkeys – conditioned by the promise of a
reward – learned how to manipulate a joystick so that a dot on the computer could move
to intersect another dot. A study of the brain wave patterns of the monkeys during this
task allowed the experimenters to develop an algorithm that would manipulate the dot
based on the brain wave patterns.

Upon connecting their brains to the computer

containing the algorithm, the monkeys soon learned how to manipulate the dot by thought
alone.

One could understand the possible set of points the dot could move to as

providing a map for the altiverse of choices that the monkeys could make.
4. Compact spatial topology: It was recently pointed out that the data from WMAP provide
suggestive evidence that the universe is of finite spatial size, consisting of 12 curved
pentagons joined together in a sphere about 30 billion light years across18. The lack of

power for the larger scale fluctuations in the microwave background might be because
the universe is not large enough to support such fluctuations. This situation could occur if
the universe has topological identifications, making it somewhat like a cosmic house of
mirrors. If this proposal survives further empirical scrutiny then it would falsify (or at
least seriously constrain) a multiverse of large spatial size. Such findings would be more
congenial with the concept of an altiverse, in which out of all possible topologies, only
one can be realized.

Discussion

The relationship between the telic and the ecbatic is one of the frontier avenues of study in the
science/faith dialogue. While an ecbatic understanding of reality remains of crucial importance
to the scientific method, it is not without its limitations. I have argued that the concept of a
multiverse implies one of its key limitations, namely the implication that anything that can exist,
must and does exist. Avoiding the absurdities rendered by such an implication forces a new
question for theology to address: “Why is there something rather than everything?”

I have further proposed that the concept of an altiverse could be a fruitful way for theology to
proceed to address this question. It asserts that the many possible states of a given physical
system represent potential choices, only one of which is actualized at any particular instant. It
further asserts that a transition from one state to another could occur for telic and/or ecbatic
reasons. In the context of cosmology, an altiverse paradigm would assert that there is only one
physical universe

As a final comment, it is important to note that while an ecbatic understanding of reality is
foundational to the scientific method, it is also incomplete. This is particularly important in the
applied sciences, whose goal is to make use of our understanding of a given physical system to
achieve a desired end. In this sense a telic understanding of the world around us and our
relationships within it is indispensable.

Uniting this understanding with that of a cosmic

teleology remains one of theology’s ongoing tasks.
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